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Introducing Psychic Jackpot, A Software Intuition Accelerator.
FOSTER CITY, California —— October 26, 1993: Lotto Systems Group (LSG), in
collaboration with psychic researcher Jack Houck has developed a software intuition accelerator
—— Psychic Jackpot (PJ). The program is the only known statistically significant way to select
winning lottery numbers.
“Picking the right lotto numbers is the greatest challenge of all lottery players. It doesn’t
matter how good your combinations are. Or how many dollars you bet, or which lotto game you
choose, if you don’t pick the best numbers! Psychic Jackpot will help you win”, said Ryan
Wood, President of LSG.
“Psychic Jackpot trains the hidden capacities of your brain through highly sensitive
feedback, so that you use more of your core intuitive ability in real life. Once your brain circuits
are opened by the training, you use intuition in all situations”, said Jack Houck, inventor.
Psychic Jackpot is an electronic wheel of fortune that gives weighted, positive feedback
96% of the time. You predict which of the wheel’s 26 letter slots, A—Z clockwise, will be
chosen randomly by the computer.
When the computer program determines that you are “psychically hot” or “on a roll”, it
selects your lottery numbers. After about 10—20 minutes with PJ a complete lotto number
histogram is available.
Once you have psychically chosen the winning numbers, then you use the top 6—18
numbers in a “jackpot trap”. For example in CA 5/39 game, for a $17 bet we can guarantee that
you will get a 3 # win provided 3 of the winning numbers are in the 10 you select. A wide choice
of traps is included.
“In my first 17 attempts to win California’s Fantasy 5/39, 88% of the time 2 to 3 numbers
out of the top 6 numbers generated with Psychic Jackpot were winners. The odds against chance
of this consecutive performance are 65 TRILLION to 1!”, said Ryan Wood President of LSG.
“Our training study showed that: 1) A significant majority of trainees improved their
psychic/intuition skills; 2) Trainees achieved significant overall learning; and 3) A large number
of our trainees performed at a level 100 times greater than chance” said Jack Houck.
“Clearly there is some precognitive (foreknowledge) accessing of the winning lottery
numbers. But, we do not know how this works, only that it does work!” said Jack Houck.
“Fully one third of all lottery winners have a religious or psychic experience before

winning a lottery Jackpot.” wrote Dr. Roy Kaplan, in the Journal of Gambling Behavior.
“Once your latent circuits for intuition are opened by the training, your brain uses
intuitive powers in all situations.” said Alan Vaughan, Author, The Power of Positive Prophecy.
“The more intuitive you are, the better you can predict the outcome of your decisions,
and so make more successful decisions.” wrote Dr. Weston Agor, Intuitive Management.
“The most reliable indicator of career success is precognitive ability. Over 80% of
successful company presidents (who had doubled their profits in five years) scored above chance
on computerized precognition tests given at the New Jersey Institute of Technology.” from
Executive ESP, Prentice Hall
“I have found that creativity is also enhanced by Psychic Jackpot computer training.
Most people will focus on making greater success of their professional life —— with greater
financial rewards,” said Jack Houck.
Psychic Jackpot is available for Macintosh and DOS computers for $89.95 plus state tax
(varies) and shipping ($4.05) with a 30 day money back guarantee.

